MESP 2009 Festival Reception Intro

On behalf of the 6th Edinburgh International Festival of  Middle Eastern Spirituality and Peace, I’d like to welcome you to this reception and thank you for coming out. 
Our thanks to Christina McKelvie, Mike Russell and the Scottish Parliament for hosting the reception. Also to James McKenzie and the Filmhouse for their continuing support and co-sponsorship of this year’s Middle Eastern Film Festival as well as to Angela Catlin and Billy Briggs, whose exhibition “Peacemakers of Israel/Palestine,” was funded by Awards for All.  We’ll have a chance to view it later. As you can see from this year’s Festival brochure, many organizations and groups have provided in kind and monetary support, including the Scottish Government. Many thanks to them all. Finally, I’d like to thank my co-founder, festival director Mr Neill Walker, whose tireless work on behalf of each year’s festival, makes it possible.
The Festival positively affirms the diversity contained within the spiritual and cultural traditions of the Middle East, as well as those here in Scotland. The Festival takes no fixed position on any political, ethical or cultural question. We intend rather to create a forum in which we can listen to one another deeply and learn with open minds and hearts. The emphasis of the Festival is on spiritual, secular, educational and artistic and cultural approaches to peace and mutual understanding. It aims to show that these approaches are much more widespread than ordinarily reported in the media, as well as much more important to the long-term harmony within and between communities than some that have a higher public profile.
Since we began in 2004, our Festival has sought to bring together at least three different kinds of presentations. 
	First, we hope to learn from each other about our shared traditions, as well as those that form the unique voice of any one of us. 
	Second, we aim to hear from those who have been active in peacemaking on a spiritual basis on the ground in the Middle East. 
	Third, we invite participants to share in the artistic, musical and devotional spiritual practice presented, in order to gain experiential views of the traditions that the Festival includes.


We understand and affirm that no speaker or presenter represents, or can represent, the totality of any religion, tradition or culture. In this regard, we particularly welcome experiential, evaluative and visionary perspectives. 
Conflict and obstacles to peace often prove of central importance in the lives of peacemakers and community builders. They hold the seeds for our spiritual, personal and creative development and can provide the energy to sustain that development. The Festival offers many opportunities to engage spiritually, creatively and non-violently with conflict and obstacles to peace in supportive and non-judgmental environments.  What previously appeared as conflicts and obstacles to peace may then transform themselves into new perspectives, insights and actions.
Taking a larger view, we understand that spirituality— the human capacity to have inspired and creative experiences of the numinous aimed at answering life’s big questions— is not limited to particular religious forms or organizations. Spirituality is the ground out of which particular religious and secular expressions have historically arisen rather than the result of them. In the same way the innate human capacity to make and appreciate music provides the ground out of which particular human expressions of music, like a Western symphony or an Eastern raga, have arisen. 
In an effort to take this larger view, this year’s festival also offers spiritual views of what may seem like very secular issues—such as the global economic crisis, environmental responsibility and climate change. We need all of the inspired, creative energy we can muster to face these challenges.

We could also look at the term “Middle East” in a larger context. While the Middle East has been defined, at least in name, by its geographical relationship to the “East” and “West,” its centrality to world concerns—both political and religious— has proven much more than geographical. Much of Western culture has been fueled by the cultural, scientific, religious and physical oil extracted from the Middle East. To acknowledge this means looking beyond stereotypes and being willing to look at the “other” as part of oneself.
Psychologically, we could say that our country and each individual contains an inner “Middle East,” a place where powerful tectonic plates and interests push together to create stress, a place where various voices struggle to come into harmony for the benefit of the whole community. Here again our festival aims to celebrate and challenge our own capacity for peace and understanding as we experience it each day in Scotland. From the standpoint of ancient Semitic Middle Eastern languages, “peace”–-shalom, salaam, shlama—cannot be created once for all time, but is a constant process of creative listening and understanding, followed by action.
So we welcome you to engage with us in this year’s Festival, to find your own place of comfort, or challenge, in its offerings, and to shape your own experience of dynamic peace for the benefit of our whole community.
I’d like to now introduce James McKenzie of the Film House, who will introduce this year’s Middle Eastern Film Festival.

